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CONSULTATION: 
Proposed criteria for Party 
Election Broadcasts  

 
Background 

The BBC is required by its 2006 Charter and Agreement to ensure that matters 
of political controversy and matters of public policy are covered with due 
impartiality. It is also required to carry party political broadcasts (which includes 
Party Election Broadcasts) in some or all of its UK public services. 

The following elections are due to take place on 7 May 2015: 
 

 UK Parliament  

 English local government in some areas 

 Mayoral elections in some areas 

The BBC intends to publish the criteria it will use for allocating Party Election 
Broadcasts in respect of these elections.   

 
The criteria 

The criteria are developed by the BBC Executive (which is responsible for the 
day-to-day operation of the BBC) and are brought to the Trust for approval. 

The BBC Trust is the governing body of the BBC. It is independent from the 
BBC Executive. The Trust is also the final appeal body in the BBC complaints 
process. 

Once approved by the Trust following consultation the criteria will be used to 
allocate broadcasts in the above elections.   

 

About this consultation  

We are inviting your views on the draft Party Election Broadcast criteria so that 
the Trust may take these views into account when considering if it should 
approve the criteria. 

Comments are invited from anyone with a view on the draft. 
 
This consultation will allow the Trust to take into consideration the views of 
registered political parties, those intending to stand and their agents, relevant 
organisations such as the Electoral Commission, together with other regulatory 
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bodies, broadcasters and members of the public in determining whether the 
proposed criteria are appropriate. The Trust will have particular regard in its 
determination to the background to, and purposes of, the criteria as described 
above. 
 
The consultation period will be from 4 November 2014 to 12 January 2015.  

 
Questions to which we are seeking a response 
 
We are interested in receiving any comments related to the proposed criteria. 
 
In particular, it would be helpful to receive your views in response to the 
following questions: 
 
Do the proposed Party Election Broadcast allocation criteria seem 
appropriate?  Please explain why. 
 
Do you have any other comments on the proposed Party Election 
Broadcast allocation criteria? 
 

 
How to make a submission 

 
This consultation is being run over a nine week period, excluding public 
holidays. 
 
The closing date is: 12 January 2015. 
 
Please send your submission to: PEBallocationcriteria.consultation@bbc.co.uk 

or by mail to: 
 
Party Election Broadcast criteria consultation 
BBC Trust Unit   
180 Great Portland St 
London  W1W 5QZ 
 
Hard copy, large print, audio and Braille versions of the guidelines and 
consultation documents are available upon request by contacting the BBC Trust 
by email or by post as above, or by telephone on 03700 103 100 or textphone 
03700 100 212. 

 
Confidentiality 
 
The BBC Trust usually publishes organisational responses in full when it reaches 
its conclusions. We will not publish the name or contact details of those 
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responding on behalf of organisations. If you would prefer that all or part of 
your organisation’s response is treated as confidential, please clearly indicate 
this at the start of your response and state which parts should remain 
confidential.  

We do not intend to publish individual responses from the public and will treat 
your identity in confidence if you disclose it to us. However, we will publish 
anonymised data in the interests of transparency. Any specific quotes used in 
the report will be anonymous unless otherwise requested.  

The BBC complies with the Data Protection Act 1998. The BBC Trust will 
securely store any personal information you provide such as your name, contact 
details and organisation and use it only for the purposes of administering this 
consultation. You can find more information on the BBC’s privacy policy at 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/privacy. 

The BBC is covered by the Freedom of Information Act 2000. If a request is 
made under the Act in relation to this consultation, the BBC may be required to 
disclose the information unless an exemption under the Act applies. For more 
information, see http://www.bbc.co.uk/foi. 

 

 

Next steps 
 
The BBC Trust will take the consultation responses into account and publish the 
results of this consultation on the Trust website together with the final criteria, 
once approved by the Trust. We anticipate that this will be in February 2015. 
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